One Day Training Programme on TrackChild Application S/W held at Secretariat, Daman, Daman and Diu on 04/03/2013

One day Training Programme for Police official, social welfare official, ICPS official, medical official, and JJB official of Daman & Diu and Dadra and Nagar haveli on Child Tracking System was conducted on 04/03/2013 at Conference Hall, Secretariat, Moti Daman. Secretary Social Welfare, Director Social Welfare Sr. Medical Officers, Police Inspectors from both the UTs were key participant.

Smt Alka Diwan, Secretary, Social Welfare Department, in her inaugural address, to the participants explained importance of the project and asked cooperation from the officials to make the project successful in the both the UTs. Mr. Prem Kumar, Scientist ‘D’, NIC, Delhi and Mr Chandkiran Chhoker, Scientific Officer, NIC, Delhi gave the training to the participant. Shri Vinod Chouhan, Scientific Officer & Nodal Officer, NIC Daman and Diu coordinated the whole event.

Training covered presentation of application software, demonstration of website (http://trackthemissingchild.gov.in/trackchild) with different user logins. Training was very interactive; participant asked their queries. Mr. Chandkiran Chhoker provided user id and password to the participant as per their department. Post lunch session was held for hands-on Computer Training, so that each and every participant can login and use the application software.

Shri Sanjeev Pandya, Program Manager delivered vote of thanks and summed up the event.

Shri Utpal N Mehta, I/c SIO, NIC, DD & DNH